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PART ONE : A/ READING COMPREHENSION (07 pts)

Activity one: Read the text then answer the following questions: (02pts)

1/ Do the Wilsons like nature? ……………………………….

2/ Are they going to stay in a hotel? ………………………………

Activity two: Read the text again then answer with “true”, “false” or “not mentioned”
(03pts)

1/ The Wilsons have two boys. ………………….

2/ Campers don’t sleep in a bungalow. ……………

3/ The Wilsons will have a terrible holiday. ………………

Activity three: Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following:
(02pts)

              Hate ≠  ……………                     Alone ≠ …………..     

              Short ≠ …………..                       Similar ≠ ………….. 

Text:

Do you camp on your holidays?

Many people do. Every year, people leave their
houses to go camping for a few days or even a few
weeks. For example, the Wilsons are getting ready
for a two-week camping trip. They’re going to stay
in a campground. Life in a campground is very
simple. Campers sleep in tents and cook on a
campfire.

The Wilsons like to stay in a campground, because they want to relax from city life. They

love nature very much and they prefer countryside life. Mr. Wilson is going to paint and

Mrs. Wilson is going to climb mountains. Then together, they’re going to take long walks

in the woods and discover different wild plants and flowers. They’re certainly going to

enjoy their trip. They will have the opportunity to meet other campers and take photos.



B/ MASTERY OF LANGUAGE: ( 07pts)

Activity one: Spot the mistakes then write the corrected sentences on your sheet: (02pts)

Mrs.Wilson are very good at cooking. she always prepared delicious diches.

………………………………………………………………………………………

Activity two: Write the correct form of the verbs in brackets : (03pts)

Mr. Wilson and his wife (to be ) ….… very happy. Next week, they (to go ) ……………..
to camp near a lake. Mrs Wilson (to prepare) …………… ….everything yesterday.

Activity three: Pick out from the text four words and complete the table according to the
pronunciation of their final – “s” : (02pts)

/s / /z / /iz/

1 - ……….

2- …………

1- ……………. 1- …………

PART TWO : SITUATION OF INTEGRATION : (6pts)

You have made a plan about next summer holidays. In a short paragraph, write about the
places you are going to visit and what are you going to do?

Here are some clues to help you:

Swim, take photos, buy souvenirs, visit famous places , ...etc
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Wish you all the best


